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Strongly Correlated φ-Electron Systems: A PES Study

A. J. Arko,1 J. J. Joyce,1 J. Sarrao,1 J. D. Thompson,1 L. Morales,1 Z. Fisk,2

A. Wojakowski,3 and T. Cichorek3

1. INTRODUCTION are qualitatively similar. Due to the difficulty of sepa-
rating out the f component of the spectrum, the only

The term ‘‘heavy fermions’’ refers to materials
concentration dependence that has been identified is

(thus far only compounds with elements having
the linear dependence of the overall intensity. This

unfilled 4f or 5f shells) whose large specific heat γ -
unsatisfactory state of affairs has caused theorists to

values suggest that the conduction electrons at low
focus their attention primarily on single impurity

temperatures have a very heavy effective mass [1].
models that have the same qualitative features as

Magnetic susceptibility measurements, χ, generally
observed in experiments. Thereby, effects that are

yield a Curie–Weiss behavior at high temperatures
present in ordered compounds have been, hitherto,

with a well-developed moment, which would be con-
largely ignored. Thus the SIM and its approximate

sistent with localized behavior of the f-electrons.
solutions, i.e., the Gunnarsson–Schonhammer [3] (or

Thus, the f-electrons appear to behave as noninter-
GS) and the noncrossing approximation [4] (or

acting single impurities at elevated temperature.
NCA), has been the theoretical mainstay of inter-

Below a characteristic Kondo temperature, TK , the
preting heavy fermion photoemission data. There is,

susceptibility levels off or even decreases [2]. This is
however, another school of thought that claims that

interpreted as a compensation of the f-moment by the
the f-electrons nevertheless form well-defined Bloch

ligand conduction electrons that are believed to align
states and very narrow bands at all temperatures [5–

antiparallel to form a singlet state and has led to the
7]. Renormalized band theories [8] may yet prove use-

widespread use of the Anderson Impurity Hamilton-
ful, especially those that incorporate physics similar

ian and the Single Impurity Model (SIM). Weak
to the Kondo effect and its temperature dependence,

hybridization with these conduction electrons yields
perturbatively. However, the apparent success of the

a narrow, highly temperature dependent, DOS at the
Single Impurity Model (SIM) in explaining macro-Fermi energy, often referred to as the Kondo reson-
scopic bulk phenomena suggests a correctness, atance (KR). At still lower temperatures, it is generally
least at some level, though recent results (C. Booth,agreed that in stoichiometric compounds a lattice of
private communication) indicate that attempts tothese singlet states finally results in extremely narrow
extract bandwidths from bulk data yield totallybands at the Fermi energy, whose bandwidth is of
unphysical results. This suggests a need to re-evaluatethe order kBTK . Clearly coherent bands cannot form
the SIM even in connection with bulk data.above TK owing to the narrow width.

There are other considerations as well. NozieresConventional band theory is unable to explain
[9] has pointed out that the formation of the spin-the high-temperature properties as well as the very
compensating polarization clouds may be expected toheavy mass. The evolution of theoretical models has
only involve the conduction electrons within kBTk ofbeen driven by experiment. To date, the f component
the fermi-energy. Thus, the number of electrons for-of the one electron additionyremoval spectra of alloys
ming the compensating polarization cloud may becontaining Ce ions, as well as ordered Ce compounds,
expected to be of the order of kBTkρ (µ), where ρ (µ)
is the conduction band density of states evaluated at1Los Alamos National Lab., MS-K764, Los Alamos, New Mexico
the fermi level. Since kBTk is much less than the depth87545.
of the occupied portion of the conduction band den-2NHMFL, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306.

3Trzebiatowski Institute, Wroclaw, Poland. sity of states, this yields an estimate of much less than
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one conduction electron per f ion. Thus, the esti- 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

mated number of electrons in the polarization cloud
Photoemission spectra from single crystal heavy

is less than the number of f moments to be screened
fermions [12] (data from many different compounds)

so an alternative description, other than the single
yield overwhelming proof that the SIM is inappli-impurity description, may have to be utilized for con-
cable to periodic crystalline systems. Among our fin-centrated compounds. While it has not been deter-
dings are: (1) The intensity of the feature identifiedmined which periodic approach is best, the periodic
with the KR is for the most part temperature inde-Anderson Model (PAM) appears to fit this descrip-
pendent, except for broadening and fermi functiontion since in this picture the compensating conduction
truncation; (2) The KR can be as much as an orderelectrons are allowed to hop from f-site to f-site thus
of magnitude broader than SIM predictions; (3) theeffectively screening in spite of insufficient numbers,
f-level occupancy, nf , is unrelated to the TK and inand forming a narrow hybridized f–d band—a mag-
general far too small; (4) The spectral weight of thenetic polaron. We consider this picture in more detail.
KR is unrelated to TK and in general far too large;The PAM Hamiltonian [10,11] is actually an
(5) In Ce compounds the KR, or the 4f5y2 , showsextension of the SIM, with the addition of a hopping
clear evidence of dispersion at TZTK , with a band-term, Tahvildar-Zadeh et al. [10,11] show that it can
width WZkBTK . Dispersion has not been clearlybe written as
observed in Yb heavy fermions, but points 1–4 apply,
with point 5 still under investigation.HGHfCHdCHfdCHhop

Though we can choose from dozens of data sets
to present our case, a truly unique test of the singlewhere the first three terms are nearly identical to the
impurity model can be made with the compoundSIM, while the hopping term is
YbInCu4, a heavy fermion with an isostructural

HhopG(−t*y2√D) ∑
(i, j )σ

(d †
iσ djσCh.c.) phase transition at TVG40 K, accompanied by a

0.5% volume change, as well as a change in TK from
a value of ≈400 K below TV to a value of 27 K aboveIn the above equation, d (d †)iσ destroys (creates) a d-
TV . While it was initially thought that this representselectron with spin σ on site i. The hopping is restric-
the Yb counterpart of the Ce Kondo volume collapse,ted to the nearest neighbors and scaled as
it soon became apparent that the phase transition is(−t*y2√D). Here t*G1, the width of the Gaussian
due to a density of states (DOS) effect driven by adensity of states, as the energy scale. The
low carrier density [13]. Nevertheless, the change inunhybridized d-bandwidth is 2√D, and this broadens
TK with no change in the electronic structure exceptfurther with hybridization. This model, then retains
for increased hybridization, allows one to test the pre-the screening and moment formation of the impurity
dictions of the SIM, without the complications deriv-problem, but is further complicated by the lattice
ing from different DOS effects in differenteffects and the interaction between the moments.
compounds.Though at present the PAM cannot yet be

In Fig. 1, we show a series of spectra taken atapplied to real systems due to computational diffi-
temperatures above and below TV . Only the divalentculties, the predicted trends for model periodic sys-
near-EF region is shown, including both the bulktems fit the data substantially better than SIM, as we
4 f5y2 (the spin-orbit component) and the bulk 4 f7y2 ,will see. Among the major differences between PAM
or the KR. From direct integration of the bulkand SIM is a much slower temperature dependence
divalent and trivalent (not shown) portions of theof the KR. Further, in a photoemission spectrum
spectrum, the nf at 20 K is of the order of 0.5, farmuch more spectral weight is expected in the KR vs.
below the value of about 0.85 determined [13] fromthe localized f-state, the so-called f 0 feature in Ce,
L III edge studies and χ. While we do not yet under-thus yielding an apparently smaller localized f-occu-
stand the nature of this disagreement with L III , it ispancy, or nf . Most importantly the PAM predicts the
clear from Fig. 1 that we are indeed observing a trueformation of f–d hybridized bands already at tem-
bulk transition in the data. In particular, the intensityperatures as high as 10 TK whose width exceeds kBTK

of the 4 f5y2 is nearly constant from 200 K down toby a substantial amount. The quasiparticle peaks do
about 70 K and then shows a rapid increase near andnot lose spectral weight with temperature, but only
below TV . Our thermometry does not allow a morebroaden (except for Fermi function truncation), as

actually observed in our experiments. detailed comparison. By contrast, the 4 f7y2 appears
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Fig. 2. Reduced bulk 4 f7y2 peaks at 20 K and 200 K, with NCA
calculations (thin solid lines) superimposed for comparison. The
200 K data have an order of magnitude too much weight relative
to NCA predictions.Fig. 1. Normal emission spectra at stated temperatures for

YnInCu4 at hnG40 eV. Note that the spin-orbit component at
−1.3 eV binding energy is T-independent above 70 K. Thus, we
clearly see the bulk phase transition. the 200 K data peak is about an order of magnitude

more intense than the NCA predictions. Further,
NCA predicts that this peak should narrow in intrin-to continually decrease with temperature all the way

to 200 K, but this is primarily due to a broadening of sic width from ≈40 meV to F10 meV and shift
toward EF by 30 meV. No shift is observed, while thethe feature, combined with the Fermi function trunc-

ation. When these are taken into account, the 4f7y2 is 200 K data peak actually broadens to
FWHM ≈ 100 meV. These are qualitative differenceslikewise nearly T-independent above 70 K. Hence, all

temperature dependence is a consequence of the bulk which seriously call into question the applicability of
the SIM.transition at TV .

Comparison to NCA calculations (code pro- The band nature of Ce–4 f states at TZTK is
demonstrated in Fig. 3. Though evidence for disper-vided by D. Cox) is made in Fig. 2. The bulk compo-

nents were separated from the spectra by subtracting sion is seen to some degree in nearly every single crys-
tal Ce heavy fermion investigated, best results area background a shown in Fig. 1. Using the incorrect

straight line background shown in Fig. 1, first used obtained in samples with a mirrorlike cleaved surface.
The intensity of the Ce–4 f5y2 correlates more stronglyby Tjeng et al. [14], the 4 f7y2 intensity is under-

estimated by a factor of 2.5. Only the bulk 4 f7y2 at with crystalline perfection than with TK , with the
most perfect single crystals yielding the most intense20 K and 200 K is shown in Fig. 2, with the thin-lined

spectra representing NCA calculations at 20 K, 80 K, KRs. Indeed, an intense Ce–4 f5y2 peak is observed in
CeSb2, a layered material with a ferromagnetic tran-and 300 K, and normalized to the data at the peak

of the 20 K spectrum. NCA spectrum were Gaussian sition at 10 K which implies that TKF10 K. Measure-
ments [15] at 20 K from a (001) cleaved surface revealbroadened by 40 meV to simulate instrument resol-

ution. Though the 20 K data peak in Fig. 2 is the about 25 meV of dispersion with angle relative to Γ,
behavior amazingly similar to that predicted bynarrowest 4f 7y2 ever observed by us in Yb com-

pounds, its intrinsic width (after deconvolving instru- PAM. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows ARPES data at
45 eV photon energy, and we see that as the peakment resolution) FWHMG65 meV is still nearly a

factor of two larger than NCA predictions of disperses away from EF it rapidly loses intensity as
the f -character is diminished and replaced by d-FWHM ≈ 40 meV for a material with TKG400 K.

More importantly, above TV where TK drops to 27 K, character (consistent with PAM). On the other hand,
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Fig. 3. Angle resolved photoemission
spectra from CeSb2 at 20 K and hνG
40 eV (left frame) and hνG120 eV (right
frame), along two different directions in
the Brillouin zone, but both starting at Γ.
About 20 meV of dispersion is evident.

if in a different direction the dispersion is toward EF calculations [10,11] indicate that this inclusion yields
results differing qualitatively, rather than just quanti-(Fig. 3b), the 4 f5y2 intensity is only slightly dimin-

ished as the 4 f band disperses just above EF and flat- tatively, from the SIM predictions. The photoemis-
sion data on single crystal heavy fermions [12] aretens out, leaving the tail on the occupied side. This

flattened region can be identified with the KR as in consistent with the following PAM predictions: (1)
the temperature dependence of the KR is muchthe SIM, though it persists far above TK . Similar dis-

persion has been observed now in several Ce slower than expected from the SIM: indeed, it is pri-
marily due to broadening and Fermi function trunc-compounds.

5 f-electron heavy fermions display an amazingly ation; (2) the spectral weight of the KR relative to
similar electronic structure, i.e., narrow 5 f bands. We
have already shown this [15] to be the case in UPt3
and USb2, but in Fig. 4 we show perhaps the best
data set ever taken on a uranium system. Here we
present data for UAsSe, a tetragonal, ferromagnetic
material, with Tc ≈ 113 K, whose resistivity [16] has
an upturn at low temperatures suggestive of Kondo-
like behavior even below Tc . Angle resolved data at
20 K and 40 eV photon energy are shown within the
first 14° from Γ. Again the surface is a mirrorlike
cleaved surface. The peak near Γ is intense and
clearly of 5 f character, based on photon energy
dependence and resonance results. As it disperses
away from EF it diminishes in intensity since, accord-
ing to PAM, it acquires d-character. The Fermi
energy as measured on a Au reference is as shown,
indicating that even at Γ this feature is below EF and
never crosses EF for the directions measured. This
may be a hint as to the nature of the electronic
structure.

Fig. 4. Angle resolved spectra at 20 K for UAsSe with angles meas-3. CONCLUSIONS
ured from the sample normal, i.e., Γ. Note that the intense f-feature

A model for periodic Kondo systems will inevi- diminishes rapidly as it disperses away from the Fermi energy, con-
sistent with the PAM. About 30 meV of dispersion are evident.tably have to include the lattice. Preliminary PAM
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